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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent malignancy in Indonesian women, with a mortality rate reaching 16.6 

deaths per 100,000 populations. The problem of breast cancer in Indonesia can be seen in terms of the prevalence and 

proportion of patients who seeking treatment, of which 70% have come with an advanced stage (stage III and IV). 

The problems are not only arising in terms of morbidity and mortality but also in terms of treatment. (Pusdatin, 2016; 

WHO, 2012) In particular, locally advanced breast cancer (LABC) patients require first-line neo-adjuvant 

chemotherapy such as cyclophosphamide, adriamycin (doxorubicin hydrocloride), fluorouracil (CAF) or 

cyclophosphamide, epirubicin, fluorouracil (CEF) to reduce tumor size. However, 52% of patients who received neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy having stable disease response. (Manuaba, 2010; Purwanto, 2009; Audrina, 2014). 

The success of chemotherapy is influenced by internal and external factors. Antioxidant is one of the unique 

external factor agents, because they can have the potential effect of chemotherapy agents while reducing their side 

effects (Ellisen, 2010). Vitamin D is one of the antioxidants which then undergoes hydroxylation in the liver and 

kidneys to become an active metabolite, Calcitriol. (CDC, 2017) Calcitriol give an additive effect and synergism in 
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Abstract 

Breast cancer is the most prevalent malignancy for Indonesian women. The 

arising problems are also from the high figure of morbidity, mortality and 

treatment burden. Almost 70% Indonesian breast cancer patients are 

diagnosed with advanced stadium who are in need systemic therapy such as 

chemotherapy. Descriptive study at Dr. Soetomo Surabaya between 2011 and 

2013 showed that 52% of patients with neo-adjuvant chemotherapy responded 

poorly. This data has been implicated in many researches pertaining to 

chemotherapy predictive factors. Vitamin D is one form of antioxidant which 

induces anti-cancer activity and potentiates chemotherapy agent. This is a 

prospective longitudinal cohort study with the aim of understanding the 

relationship between vitamin D serum level and clinical response of neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy on postmenopausal women with locally advanced 

breast cancer who are treated with CAF first-line neo-adjuvant chemotherapy. 

30 subjects are chosen consecutively. Clinical staging and vitamin D serum 

level are measured before undergoing first cycle of chemotherapy. Clinical 

response and vitamin D serum level are checked again after third cycle. The 

clinical response in this study are categorized as 1 (3.3%) with progressive 

disease, 17 (56.7%) with stable disease, and 12 (40%) with partial response. 

The result displayed a significant association between pre-chemotherapy 

vitamin D serum level and clinical response post-chemotherapy clinical 

response (p = 0.004; OR = 10.5 (CI: 1.889-58.359). This study also analyzed 

a significant difference in vitamin D levels between pre- and post-

chemotherapy (p = 0.016). There is a significant relationship between vitamin 

D serum level and clinical response of postmenopausal female patients with 

locally advanced breast cancer whom are treated with three cycle of CAF neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy. 

Keywords: locally advanced breast cancer, vitamin D, neo-adjuvant 

chemotherapy, menopause   
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chemotherapy drugs and indirectly inhibits the differentiation and accelerates the apoptosis of tumor cell (Ma, 2010; 

Cho et al, 1991; Ravi et al, 1999; Wang, 2000; Ting, 2007) Vitamin D levels are related to various factors, one of 

which is menopausal status. Menopause is a unique factor in which vitamin D deficiency occurs in many 

postmenopausal women. Some observational studies associate low vitamin D levels with greater cancer risk and poor 

prognosis. (Ma, 2010; Capatina et al., 2014; Garland et al., 2007) On this basis, we conducted a study measuring 

vitamin D serum levels in female patients with local advanced breast cancer who underwent neo-adjuvant 

chemotherapy in Dr. Soetomo General Hospital based on his menopausal status, then the patient was followed to 

evaluate his clinical response. 

 

2.0 METHODS 

This study was an associative test using an observational analytic cohort (longitudinal prospective) design in 

30 locally advanced breast cancer female patients undergoing first-line neo-adjuvant chemotherapy CAF. This 

research was conducted on September 2018 until February 2019 at Soetomo Hospital of Surabaya.  The study subjects 

then underwent blood vitamin D levels 1 day before undergoing neo-adjuvant chemotherapy. Subjects will undergo 

chemotherapy according to the procedure for administering the CAF regimen. The CAF administration cycle is 

repeated every 3 weeks until it reaches the third cycle. Next will be measurement of vitamin D levels in the blood and 

clinical response of patients after undergoing third chemotherapy. The analysis used was the Mc Nemar test. 

 

3.0 RESULTS 

This study involved 30 locally advanced breast cancer female patients who underwent CAF first-line neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy. 

Table 1. Distribution of demographic characteristics of the research subjects 

 

Number Category Description Total 

1 Gender Male 

Female 

0 (0 %) 

30 (100 %) 

2 Age (year) 35-45 

46-55 

56-65 

>65 

10 (33.3%) 

8 (26.7%) 

10 (33.3%) 

2 (6.7%) 

3 Occupation Housewife 

Teacher 

Marketeer 

Farmer 

7 (23.3%) 

6 (20%) 

9 (30%) 

8 (26.7%) 

 

From the data, it was found that the research subjects were homogeneous data of women (100%) with 

menopausal status (100%). The youngest age is 35 years and the oldest is 69 years with an average age of 51.1 years. 

Occupation data shows the highest number of occupation are 9 patients (30%). 

 

Table 2. Distribution of clinical response after chemotherapy 

 

 Category Frequency (%) 

Negative Clinical 

Response 

Progressive disease 1 (3.3%) 

Stable disease 17 (56.7%) 

Positive Clinical 

Response 

Partial response 12 (40%) 

Complete response 0 (0%) 

 

The results of examination of clinical response after chemotherapy in this study showed 1 (3.3%) subjects 

with response to progressive disease, 17 (56.7%) subjects with stable disease response, and 12 (40%) subjects with 

partial response. This clinical response is then further categorized into a negative clinical response (progressive disease 

and stable disease) and a positive clinical response (partial response and complete response). (table 2) 
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The Relationship between Vitamin D Levels Before Chemotherapy and Clinical Response to Chemotherapy 

To determine the relationship between vitamin D levels before chemotherapy and clinical chemotherapy 

responses, data analysis will be carried out using statistical analysis. 

 

Table 3. Correlation between pre-chemotherapy vitamin D levels and chemotherapy clinical response 

 

 Clinical Response P OR 

(CI 95%) Negative Positive Total 

Vitamin D 

serum levels 

deficiency 

 (<20 ng/mL) 

14 

(82.4%) 

3 

(17.6%) 

17 

(100%) 

0.004 10.500 

(1.889-

58.359) Pre 

chemoterapy 

insufficiency 

(21-29 ng/mL) 

4 

(30.8%) 

9 

(69.2%) 

13 

(100%) 

Total 18 12 30 

 

Total subjects with negative response in the group of patients with vitamin D deficiency was 14 people 

(82,4%), while in the group of patients with vitamin D insuffiency was 4 people (30,8%). The difference was 

significant with significance 0,004 (p<0,05 CI 95%). Chi-square contingency coefficient test shows that there is 

relationship between vitamin D serum level pre-chemotherapy with post neo-adjuvant chemotherapy clinical response 

with moderate relationship (0,463; with interval 0,4-0,6). 

 

Table 4. Differences in vitamin D serum levels before and after chemotherapy 

 

Pre chemotherapy 

Vitamin D levels 

Post chemoterapy Vitamin D levels McNemar Test 

Exact sig (2 tail) 

Deficiency Insufficiency 0,016 

Deficiency 17 0 

Insufficiency 7 6 

 

There were 17 subject with vitamin D deficiency before chemotherapy and still the same after chemotherapy, 7 subject 

with vitamin D insufficiency before chemotherapy turned to significant vitamin D deficiency after chemotherapy, and 

6 subject with vitamin D insufficiency before chemotherapy and still insufficience after chemotherapy. 

 

4.0 DISCUSSION 

This study aims to determine the relationship between vitamin D serum levels and clinical response to neo-

adjuvant chemotherapy in locally advanced post-menopausal breast cancer women involving 30 research subjects. In 

30 study subjects the youngest age was 35 years and the oldest age was 69 years with an average age of 51.1 years. In 

this study, clinical response was examined after chemotherapy with results of 1 (3.3%) subjects with response to 

progressive disease, 17 (56.7%) subjects with stable disease response, and 12 (40%) subjects with partial response. 

Then, this clinical response is categorized into a negative clinical response (progressive disease and stable disease) 

and a positive clinical response (partial response and complete response). These results are consistent with the study 

of (Audrina et al.2014) in which 52% of patients who underwent neo-adjuvant chemotherapy experienced stable 

disease response.  

In this study also carried out statistical tests to find the relationship between vitamin D levels before 

chemotherapy and clinical response to chemotherapy. The number of subjects who responded negatively in the group 

of patients with vitamin D deficiency was 14 people (82.4%), while in the group of patients with vitamin D 

insufficiency there were 4 people (30.8%). The difference was significant with a significance of 0.004 (p <0.05 CI 

95%). The chi square contingency coefficient test showed that there was a relationship between vitamin D pre-

chemotherapy levels and clinical response after neo-adjuvant chemotherapy with moderate relationship strength 

(0.463; with an interval of 0.4-0.6). This is consistent with other studies and indirectly provides evidence that calcitriol 

which binds to VDRE causes inhibition of breast cancer cell proliferation. Another study by Clark et al. showed that 
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there was a relationship with a weak significance. large number of samples with low vitamin D levels so that the 

limitation is comparable to this study (Ma et al, 2010; Clark et al, 2014). 

The relationship between pre-chemotherapy vitamin D levels and clinical response after chemotherapy also 

shows differences in clinical response of the sample based study on vitamin D serum levels in blood. The chi-square 

test to search for OR shows that there is a risk for female patients who have advanced breast cancer with low vitamin 

D levels getting a poor clinical response as much as 10.5 times (OR 10.5).  In this study, the pre-and post-chemotherapy 

levels of vitamin D were also examined. There were 17 subjects with vitamin D deficiency before chemotherapy who 

remained deficient after chemotherapy, 7 subjects with vitamin D insufficiency before chemotherapy whose vitamin 

D levels had significantly decreased to deficiency after chemotherapy, and 6 subjects with vitamin D deficiency who 

remained deficient after chemotherapy. There were no subjects who experienced a significant increase to be 

categorized into normal or high vitamin D levels. Comparison test of pre-and post-chemotherapy levels of vitamin D 

with McNemar test showed that there were significant differences between vitamin D levels before and after 

chemotherapy with p 0.016 (p <0.05). 

This is contrary with the literature review where Adriamycin chemotherapy does not cause changes in vitamin 

D levels. Other studies by (Gabr et,al, 2017) in Egypt state that there are significant differences between pre and post 

blood vitamin D levels in adjuvant CMF chemotherapy (22, ± 5.92 ng / mL and 16.62 ± 1.92 ng / mL). These results 

are associated with air pollution and smoking risk factors that cause disruption in vitamin D binding. Another study 

by (Fakih et al. 2009) described that there is a decrease in serum vitamin D levels in patients with colorectal 

malignancy who underwent 5-FU chemotherapy. The results of the data show increase of OR 4 times with 95% CI. 

The difference in this study may be due to 5-FU or a bias because patients did not receive adequate supplementation 

/ vitamin D intake. 

 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

There are several conclusions from this study. This study has measured vitamin D serum levels of 

postmenopausal patients with local advanced breast cancer before and after chemotherapy with the results from the 

examination in the form of deficiency / low vitamin D serum levels and insufficiency. The clinical response of 

postmenopausal female patients who have undergone neo-adjuvant chemotherapy can be categorized as progressive 

disease, stable disease, and partial response. 

The results of this study concluded that there was a relationship between vitamin D serum levels of 

postmenopausal female patients with local advanced breast cancer who underwent CAF neo-adjuvant chemotherapy 

for three cycles with significantly clinical response after chemotherapy with moderate strength. This relationship has 

implications that there is a differences in clinical response of patients who undergoing chemotherapy based on vitamin 

D serum levels. Postmenopausal women with local advanced breast cancer who have low vitamin D / deficiency levels 

have a risk getting a poor clinical response as much as 10.5 times compared to postmenopausal women who have 

insufficient vitamin D levels. 

The study also deduced a significant difference between vitamin D serum levels in women who had not 

undergone neo-adjuvant chemotherapy and vitamin D serum levels in women who had undergone neo-adjuvant 

chemotherapy for three cycles. 
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